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Subject: California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Appeal
Staff Response to June 25, 2019 Henning and La Forest Letters
1888 North Lucile Avenue and 3627 West Landa Street

Case No.: Council File No. 18-1156-S1
ENV 2015-1568-CE (previously ENV 2015-1568-MND) 
ZA-2015-1569-ZV-ZAD-2A 
ZA-2015-1567-ZAD-ZAA-1A

Introduction

On November 26, 2018, Appellant Barry Greenfield, as Trustee of the Landa Street Trust, filed 
two appeals of the actions taken by the East Los Angeles Area Planning Commission (ELAAPC) 
at its meeting of October 10, 2018. The ELAAPC’s Letter of Determination was issued on 
November 7, 2018. A CEQA appeal was previously scheduled for a June 25, 2019 hearing at 
Planning Land Use Management Committee (PLUM), but was continued until July 30, 2019.

One appeal is a CEQA appeal, filed pursuant to California Public Resources Code Section 21151 
(c) which challenges the environmental clearance for the project. As further discussed below, 
Appellant argues that the ELAAPC erred and abused its discretion by adopting a Mitigated 
Negative Declaration (MND) as the environmental clearance for the proposed construction, use 
and maintenance of two single family dwellings with four parking spaces, observing 2,471 square- 
feet and 1,931 square-feet respectively, located on two adjacent hillside lots at 3267 W. Landa 
Street and 1888 N. Lucile Avenue.1

1 The related entitlements are:

For the property at 1888 North Lucile Avenue (ZA-2015-1567-ZAD-ZAA-1 A), the Project applicant requests 
a Zoning Administrator’s Determination (ZAD) under Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 
12.24.X.28 to allow: (1) two off-street parking spaces designated for the property in lieu of the three required 
parking spaces for the construction of any main building and accessory use exceeding 2,400 square feet 
in size; (2) three retaining walls in lieu of the maximum permitted two retaining walls. (3) The Project also 
requires a Zoning Administrator’s Adjustment (ZAA) under LAMC 12.28 to allow for an 8- foot- wide 
passageway from the street to the proposed dwelling in lieu of the 10- foot- wide passageway.
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The second appeal is an appeal of the variance for the property located at 3627 West Landa 
Street (ZA-2015-1569-ZV-ZAD-2A). Appellant argues that City erred and abused its discretion 
because the required findings for the variance are not supported with substantial evidence.

Staff Recommendation for July 30, 2019, Planning and Land Use Management Committee 
Hearing:

ACTION on CF 18-1156-S1 : DENY the appeal filed by Barry Greenfield, take no action 
on the MND, and DETERMINE, based on the whole of the administrative record, that the 
Project, including all related entitlements, is exempt from CEQA pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines, Section 15303 (Class 3), and there is no substantial evidence demonstrating 
that an exception to a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 
15300.2 applies.

1.

ACTION on CF 18-1156 : DENY the appeal filed by Barry Greenfield, and thereby 
SUSTAIN the East Los Angeles APC’s determination in approving the Zone Variance, with 
the findings as read into the record today by Planning, for the project located at 3267 West 
Landa Street and 1888 N. Lucile Avenue.

2.

Updated Environmental Analysis

The underlying MND, was circulated on February 10, 2016, along with mitigation measures and 
a Mitigation Monitoring Program (ENV-2015-1568-MND), that were prepared for the proposed 
project in compliance with the CEQA. This analysis found that the proposed project would result 
in potentially significant impacts on Aesthetics (Hillside Design, Light and Glare), Air Quality 
(Objectionable Odors
(Erosion/Grading/Short-Term Construction Impacts), Hazards and Hazardous Materials 
(Emergency Evacuation Plan), Noise (Increased Noise Levels - Demolition, Grading and 
Construction Activities), Public Services (Fire), Transportation (Safety Hazards, Inadequate 
Emergency Access - Hillside Streets - Construction Activities), which impacts required mitigation 
measures to reduce them to less than significant.

At that time, each of the potential impacts would be reduced to less than significant with mitigation 
incorporated. However, since the ELAAPC appeal hearing, the project applicant hired both Dudek 
and Z Consulting Company who prepared an Air Quality and Noise Impact Assessment dated 
April 8, 2019 along with a revised Initial Study dated July 2019. Taken together, this information 
demonstrates that all impacts are less than significant and therefore, no mitigation measures are 
required. (See Dudek memo dated June 18, 2019, and revised Initial Study dated June, 2019). 
Therefore, the City recommends that the City determine the Project is categorically exempt from 
CEQA pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15303, Class 3. (See Notice of Exemption and 
supporting justification dated June 19, 2019.)

Commercial Trash Receptacles), Geology and Soils

For the property at 3627 West Landa Street (ZA-2015-1569-ZV-ZAD-2A), the Project applicant requests a 
ZAD under LAMC Section 12.24.X.28 to allow: (1) the construction of a single-family residence fronting on 
two Substandard Hillside Limited Streets improved to less than 20 feet wide; and (2) vehicular access by 
way of the street that is not continuously improved to a minimum 20 feet wide from the driveway apron to 
the next non-hillside boundary. The Project also requires a Zone Variance (ZV) under LAMC 12.27 to allow 
off-site parking in a two-car private garage on an adjacent lot at 1888 North Lucile Avenue.
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City’s Discretion to Select Its Own Thresholds of Significance

Appellant contends that City did not analyze the correct threshold of significance. CEQA requires 
the City, as the lead agency to determine the significance of all environmental impacts (California 
Public Resources Code § 21082.2; State CEQA Guidelines § 15064). A threshold of significance 
for a given environmental impact defines the level of effect above which the City will consider 
impacts to be significant, and below which it will consider impacts to be less than significant. 
Thresholds of significance may be defined either as quantitative or qualitative standards, or sets 
of criteria, whichever is most applicable to each specific type of environmental impact. Pursuant 
to CEQA, the City has the discretion to set thresholds on a project-by-project basis or can 
establish default thresholds across the board so long as those thresholds of significance are 
supported with substantial evidence.

Currently, the Department of City Planning’s CEQA thresholds of significance are the CEQA 
Appendix G environmental checklist questions. The Department’s action complies with CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15064.7(b) as the Appendix G thresholds were adopted after a public review 
process, which included noticed public workshops and hearings on November 28 and 29, 2018, 
and December 4 and 6, 2018, and a City Planning Commission hearing on February 28, 2019, 
and pursuant to the Director’s rulemaking authority provided in City Charter Section 506.

The Department previously used a combination of the State CEQA Guidelines Appendix G 
questions, as well as other agency regulations, as thresholds for project review, otherwise known 
as the 2006 l_A City CEQA Thresholds Guide. The City’s Guide - no longer in use today - states 
that it “should not be used as a substitute for professional or legal advice ... the reader should 
refer to the CEQA Statutes and State and City Guidelines, current case law, regulations, and 
scientific methods.” (See [L.A. CEQA Threshold Guide, p. viiij.) Neither CEQA, nor the Guide itself 
required the City to use the 2006 thresholds for the Project. The Guide “recognizes that ... the 
appropriate criteria for evaluation are the responsibility of the lead agency.” {Ibid.)

Although the 2006 LA City CEQA Thresholds Guide may still be used to inform environmental 
analysis, as appropriate, and can be used as a reference guide, it is no longer used as the 
Department’s default thresholds.

Therefore, the City has properly exercised its discretion here in selecting its thresholds of 
significance applicable to the Project, and no substantial evidence suggests that the impacts 
would be significant under the City's chosen threshold of significance. (See Initial Study dated 
June, 2019)

APPEAL POINTS AND STAFF REPONSES

Below is a summary of the appeal points with a staff response to each point raised in appellant’s 
June 25, 2019 letter prepared by Mr. John A. Henning , Jr., and the June 25, 2019 Dale La Forest 
& Associates letter.

Henning Appeal Point 1: City staff has suddenly changed the proposed CEQA Compliance 
from a Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) to a Categorical Exemption.

Staff Response: Under CEQA, the City Council has the authority to issue a categorical
exemption at any time. In fact, there is “no requirement that the [lead agency] put its exemption 
decision in writing at any time, and the Guidelines expressly provide that notice of a categorical 
exemption determination not only need not, but should not be given until after the project is
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approved.” San Lorenzo Valley Community Advocates for Responsible Educ. v. San Lorenzo 
Valley Unified Sch. Dist. (2006) 139 Cal. App. 4th 1356.

For purposes of the 2016 MND, the City had selected its Noise Ordinance as the proper 
significance threshold for temporary construction noise. Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) 
regulates temporary construction noise in Section 41.40 (Noise Due to Construction, Excavation 
Work - When Prohibited) and Section 112.05 (Maximum Noise Level of Powered Hand Tools). 
Persons engaging in construction activities are legally mandated to comply with LAMC 
requirements. Therefore, based on Section 41.40, it is presumed that no construction activities 
would occur between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. during the weekdays, and no such work would 
occur before 8:00 a.m. and after 6:00 p.m. when activities would be located within 500 feet of 
residences on any Saturday or national holiday nor at any time on any Sunday.

Section 112.05 specifies the maximum noise level of powered equipment or powered hand tools 
between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. Any powered equipment or hand tool that 
produces a maximum noise level exceeding 75 dBA at a distance of 50 feet is prohibited. 
However, this noise limitation does not apply where the applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction 
of the City that compliance is technically infeasible. Technically infeasible means the above noise 
limitation cannot be met despite the use of mufflers, shields, sound barriers and/or any other noise 
reduction device or techniques during the operation of equipment. The City actively enforces the 
LAMC and it is presumed that persons engaging in construction activities would follow legal 
requirements set forth in the LAMC related to technically feasible noise control measures. 
Therefore, there will be no impact related to compliance with construction noise standards in the 
LAMC.

Therefore, based on this additional evidence submitted into the administrative record, City staff 
has determined that the mitigated negative declaration is no longer necessary and that the project 
now qualifies for a Class 3 Categorical Exemption as the project includes the “construction and 
location of limited numbers of new, small facilities or structures,” including “up to three single
family residences” in “urbanized areas.” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15303.) Here, the appellants 
“bear the burden of demonstrating that the projects fall within an exception.” (Citing Berkeley 
Hillside Preservation v. City of Berkeley (2015) 60 Cal.4th 1086, 1105.) Based on all 
information submitted to date, City staff has also determined that none of the exceptions to this 
categorical exemption set forth in CEQA Guidelines § 15300.2 apply.

The appellant also contends that staff wants to require “no environmental review at all.” It is 
correct that a project that qualifies for a categorical exemption is exempt from CEQA. However, 
in the instant case, the City has performed significant environmental analysis to determine that 
the project qualifies for the Categorical Exemption, including two initial studies and the preparation 
of various technical studies.

Henning Appeal Point 2: The City Council cannot change the form of CEQA Compliance at the 
hearing on the appeal.

Staff Response: The appellant asserts that the City improperly changed the type of
environmental clearance conducted for the project. However, appellant has not cited any case 
law that prevents the City, as the lead agency, in the context of a CEQA appeal from updating its 
environmental analysis once substantial evidence is submitted into the administrative record that 
demonstrates that the project properly qualifies for a categorical exemption. Under CEQA, the 
City Council has the authority to issue a categorical exemption at any time. In fact, there is “no
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requirement that the [lead agency] put its exemption decision in writing at any time, and the 
Guidelines expressly provide that notice of a categorical exemption determination not only need 
not, but should not be given until after the project is approved.” San Lorenzo Valley Community 
Advocates for Responsible Educ. v. San Lorenzo Valley Unified Sch. Dist. (2006) 139 Cal. App. 
4th 1356.

Appellant further contends that this change in the form of CEQA compliance has resulted in a 
deprivation of their due process rights. Here, no such rights have been violated. The appellant 
has received multiple notices and has attended multiple public hearings. Further, this report is 
for their CEQA appeal, another public hearing, before the City Council.

Meanwhile, the City’s decision to adopt a categorical exemption itself does not trigger due process 
protections. CEQA does not even require that the agency put its exemption decision in writing.

Henning Appeal Point 3: Staff waited until the last minute to propose a categorical exemption.

Staff Response: Appellant contends that the City waited to the last possible moment to declare 
that the project qualified for a categorical exemption which deprive them of a meaningful 
opportunity to review and challenge the exemption. For the reasons previously stated, CEQA 
does not require any public hearing and notice requirements. In fact, there is “no requirement 
that the [lead agency] put its exemption decision in writing at any time, and the Guidelines 
expressly provide that notice of a categorical exemption determination not only need not, but 
should not be given until after the project is approved.” San Lorenzo Valley Community Advocates 
for Responsible Educ. v. San Lorenzo Valley Unified Sch. Dist. (2006) 139 Cal. App. 4th 1356.

The appellant further contends that various postponements impacted their ability to appeal the 
proposed project. Despite submitting more than 57 pages of argument, appellant acknowledges 
that it first learned of the City’s consideration of the categorical exemption 48 days prior to the 
previously scheduled June 25, 2019 CEQA Appeal hearing. Regardless, the City postponed the 
CEQA appeal another 33 days until July 30, 2019 to provide ample opportunity for the appellant 
to review the revised Initial Study and supporting studies. The inadvertent transmission of an 
administrative draft version of the Initial Study dated on June 5, 2019, does not hamper this 
opportunity.

Henning Appeal Point 4: The City has improperly deprived appellant of an appeal from the 
underlying decisions approving the project.

Staff Response: For 1888 North Lucile Avenue (ZA-2015-1567-ZAD-ZAA), the project
requested two ZADs and ZAA. Under the, LAMC of these entitlements were further appealable 
after the appeal to the ELAAPC. For 3627 West Landa Street (ZA-2015-1569-ZV-ZAD), the 
project requested two ZADs and a zone variance. Only the variance is further appealable to the 
City Council after the first-level appeal to the ELAAPC.

The appellant argues that in the interest of exhausting all of his administrative remedies before 
filing suit, the City should have allowed an appeal from the entire underlying decision from the 
ELAAPC.

Here, the appeal of the 2016 MND and subsequent written determination remain the subject of 
the CEQA appeal. However, the additional time has allowed the project applicant to seek and 
obtain additional noise and air quality analysis which have been added to the administrative
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record. Therefore, based upon a review of the whole of the entire administrative record, City staff 
has determined that the project does not require a MND and that a categorical exemption applies 
for the reasons previously stated above.

The administrative record does demonstrate that the City did provide appellant due process, as 
notice, the 2016 MND was circulated for public comment, and multiple appeal hearings are being 
held. CEQA, however, does not require a public comment period be provided before the City 
decides a project is categorically exempt. (Pub. Resources Code, § 21092; Azusa Land 
Reclamation Co. v. Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster, 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 1210.) “Similarly, 
where an agency approves a project and simultaneously decides that the project is exempt from 
CEQA, there is no ‘public hearing ... before the issuance of the notice of 
determination.’ ” (Ibid. See City of Pasadena v. State of California (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 810, 821 
[agency “not required to hold a hearing prior to filing the notice of exemption”].) San Lorenzo 
Valley Community Advocates for Responsible Education v. San Lorenzo Valley Unified School 
Dist. (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 1356.

Henning Appeal Point 5: The City Council cannot retroactively cure the ELAAPC’s defective 
decision approving the Lucile project and a portion of the Landa project without proper CEQA 
Compliance.

Staff Response: Appellant argues that City cannot retroactively cure the defects in the decision 
approving the Lucile project and the ZADs for the Landa project by simply redoing the CEQA. 
However, appellants identifies no case law or statute to support this interpretation.

As stated above, the additional time has allowed the project applicant to seek and obtain 
additional noise analysis which have been added to the administrative record. This information 
provides ambient noise measurements and identifies the mix of proposed construction equipment 
to be used for this project. As such, applicant has submitted substantial evidence that all potential 
impacts will be less than significant. Further, this information supports City’s determination that 
the project does not require a mitigated negative declaration and that a categorical exemption 
applies for the reasons stated above.

Henning Appeal Point 6: The City is bound by the statements in the MND.

Staff Response: Appellant essentially argues that the City is not allowed to consider any of the 
updated analysis submitted by the applicant since the ELAAPC hearing. Appellant has provided 
no case law or statute to support this interpretation.

As stated above, there is no substantial evidence that the proposed project results in significant 
impacts related to noise. (See Initial Study dated June. 2019.) After issuance of the MND, staff 
reviewed the measures previously identified as mitigation measures and determined they are in 
fact now regulatory compliance measures due to updated regulations such as changes in 
Citywide policy, amendments to the City's municipal code, updates in state law, including both 
the California Building Code and the California Green Building Code, and updates to CEQA in 
2019. (See Dudek Memo dated June 18, 2019.)
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Henning Appeal Point 7: The City cannot redefine mitigation measures as something else.

Staff Response: The appellant argues that the applicant has attempted to improperly redefine 
the mitigation measures in orderly to allow for the use of a categorical exemption. Appellant cites 
to Salmon Prot. & Watershed Network v. County of Marin {“Salmon Protection”)(2004) 125 
Cal.App.4th 1098 to support its position. In Salmon Protection, the County exempted from CEQA 
review a project that was adjacent to a protected fish stream in a stream conservation area of 
“critical concern" under CEQA Guidelines § 15300.2 (a). Id. at 1106. The County then imposed 
dozens of project specific conditions to reduce to a minimum the possibility of any adverse 
environmental impacts on the stream. Id. at 1107. The court found the imposition of conditions 
designed to mitigate possible adverse impacts of the project on threatened or endangered species 
and the stream conservation area disqualified the project from a categorical exemption. Id. at 
1108.

Here, unlike the project-specific conditions imposed in Salmon Protection, the proposed mitigation 
measures set forth in the MND dated February 10, 2016 are not actually considered mitigation 
measures in 2019. After issuance of the MND, staff reviewed the measures previously identified 
as mitigation measures and determined they were actually regulatory compliance measures 
because these measures are actually generally applicable requirements established in citywide 
policy, the Los Angeles Municipal Code, and state law, including both the California Building 
Code and the California Green Building Code. (See Dudek Memo dated June 18, 2019.)

The City is not required to prepare an initial study or other form of written determination to show 
that a project is exempt. San Lorenzo Valley Community Advocates for Responsible Educ. v. 
San Lorenzo Valley Unified Sch. Dist. (2006) 139 Cal. App. 4th 1356. However, to explain why 
the mitigation measures were no longer required the applicant also prepared a revised Initial 
Study. When these regulatory compliance measures are considered as part of the existing 
baseline for any impact analysis, all potential project impacts are determined to be less than 
significant. As such, if the MND was updated, all potential impacts would be less than significant 
without the need for mitigation. As substantial evidence to support its conclusions regarding its 
noise impact analysis, the applicant prepared a revised Initial Study supported by an Air Quality 
and Noise Impact Assessment dated April 8, 2019. Appellants have not cited to any competing 
noise data or provided actual modeling that contradicts the City’s ambient noise measurements 
or its impact analysis.

Prior to the City’s CEQA appeal, the appellant has submitted two letters, dated January 23, 2019 
and June 25, 2019, critiquing the MND and the Initial Study. These letters only commented on 
the applicant’s noise analysis; they did not include any independent noise modeling or include 
any actual noise measurements that could constitute substantial evidence supporting a fair 
argument. These letters amount to nothing more than “argument” and “unsubstantiated opinion 
or narrative,” which do not constitute substantial evidence. (Pub. Resources Code § 21080, subd. 
(e)(2); CEQA Guidelines, § 15384. (a); Parker Shattuck Neighbors v. Berkeley City Council (2013) 
222 Cal.App.4th 768, 786 [demand for further investigation is not evidence of impact]). Mr. La 
Forest’s opinion is not substantial evidence for the additional reason that he is not a noise 
engineer, but rather his academic credentials are limited to a bachelor and masters degrees in 
architecture. (See Hill, Farrer & Burrill letter, dated July 23, 2019) Wollmer v. City of Berkeley 
(2011) 193 Cal.App.4th 1329, 1352 (‘Wo///r?er”)[finding that technical assertions by layperson on 
technical CEQA subject “does not rise to the level of substantial evidence supporting a fair 
argument”].
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In fact, applicant’s noise consultant Garrett Zuleger, P.E. of Z Consulting Company has submitted 
a July 24, 2019, letter providing expert findings and responses to Mr. La Forest’s each of claims. 
(See Z Consulting letter, dated July 24, 2019) Based on the review of La Forest’s comments 
against current and regulation thresholds and applicable Regulatory Compliance Measures 
(RCM), it is concluded that appellant’s noise expert applied noise thresholds from City’s 2006 
CEQA Thresholds Guide whereas the City of Los Angeles’s policy is to assess noise impacts 
associated with construction of residential project by using the City’s Noise Ordinance, specifically 
LAMC Section 112.05, thus all of appellant’s noise impact claims do not reflect current City policy 
and unsubstantiated. Unlike applicant’s Initial Study prepared by Dudek which incorporates 
applicable RCMS, appellant’s noise expert also failed to factor in any compliance with RCM in 
analyzing potential noise impacts. Appellant’s error results in a unrealistic noise study which is 
far from a practical scenario produced by City and Stated regulated construction methods and 
activities at the project site. (See both Z Consulting letter, dated July 24, 2019 and Hill, Farrer & 
Burrill letter, dated July 23, 2019).

Regardless, the “fair argument” threshold does not apply when determining the applicability of a 
categorical exemption to a particular project. The substantial evidence standard applies. Thus, 
the City’s determination of whether a project is the type falling within a categorical exemption 
category will be upheld if supported by substantial evidence. Further, the City, as the Lead 
Agency is not limited to those exemptions asserted in the administrative proceedings or Notice of 
Exemption. California Farm Bureau Federation v. California Wildlife Conservation Board (2006) 
143 Cal. App. 4th 173,190; see Muzzy Ranch Co. v. Solano County Airport Land Use Com. (2007) 
41 Cal. 4th 372, 388 (though Lead Agency did not assert common sense exemption during 
administrative proceedings, court determined evidence in agency’s record supported common 
sense exemption). (See additional response provided to Appeal Points 9-10.)

Henning Appeal Point 8: The City should not eliminate or dilute the mitigation promised by the 
MND.

Staff Response: The appellant argues that the proposed project, given the use of regulatory 
compliance measures rather than mitigation measures, results in a dilution of the original 
mitigation. Instead, the appellant argues that a new MND should be prepared and include 
additional mitigation measures.

Here, the project must continue to comply with the regulatory compliance measures identified by 
the City, which were previously identified as mitigation measures. As previously stated, after 
issuance of the MND, staff reviewed the measures previously identified as mitigation measures 
and determined they were actually regulatory compliance measures because these measures are 
generally applicable requirements established in citywide policy, the Los Angeles Municipal Code, 
and state law, including both the California Building Code and the California Green Building Code. 
(See Dudek Memo dated June 18, 2019.) Therefore, the project will continue to have a less than 
significant impact on the environment. Therefore, staff recommends that this project be 
considered for a Class 3 categorical exemption.
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Henning Appeal Points 9-11: The “Class 3” exemption cannot be applied to two structures 
being built simultaneously; claims that the unusual circumstances exception applies, and claims; 
and an exemption is not allowed because the project is inconsistent with the existing zoning.

Staff Response: The appellant argues that the City’s interpretation of the Class 3 categorical 
exemption cannot be used for two single family residences being constructed at the same time. 
However, the appellant provides no case law or statute that supports this interpretation.

Appellant, also argues without any legal authority, that the City of Los Angeles CEQA Guidelines 
Class 3 Categorical Exemption precludes use of the Class 3 exemption for single family 
residences [built] concurrently, while potentially allowing the exemption for multiple residences 
built as separate projects at separate times. A Class 3 categorical exemption does not provide a 
limitation on how the structures are constructed and does not state the structures cannot be 
constructed at the same time. Further, the City has determined that construction of the homes 
as the same time has the potential to reduce the number of truck trips through consolidation of 
the construction schedule.

A challenger must establish more than a fair argument that the project may have a significant 
environmental effect. First, the substantial evidence standard of review governs judicial review 
of an agency’s factual determination of whether a project fits within a categorical exemption. In 
the instant matter, there is no substantial evidence of unusual circumstances about a residential 
project consistent in similar size being built in the Silver Lake hills.

Second, the substantial evidence standard of review also applies when a court reviews an 
agency’s factual determination whether a project presents “unusual circumstances.

60 Cal. 4th 1086, 1114.
In Berkeley Hillside, the California Supreme Court held that “unusual circumstances” may be 
established by showing either (1) some feature of the project distinguishes the project from other 
features in the exempt class or (2) the project will (not may) have a significant environmental 
effect.” (Citizens for Environmental Responsibility v. State ex rel. 14th Dist. Ag. Assn. (2015) 242 
Cal.App.4th 555, 574 citing Berkeley Hillside, 60 Cal.4th at 1105.)

Here, the Appellant has only submitted hypothetical arguments and speculation about information 
regarding potential noise impacts and alternative thresholds that have since been refuted. 
Appellant argues that the building of two residential homes of consist 1,931 square feet and 
2,471 square feet on this project site is unusual because of its hillside location, topography and 
because it requires unusual construction techniques, such as caisson drilling. (See Berkeley Hills 
Watershed Coalition v. City of Berkeley (2019) 31 Cal.App.5th 880, the court upheld the City of 
Berkeley’s use of the CEQA Guidelines § 15303(a)(Class 3) categorical exemption for new 
construction of single family homes in the Berkeley Hills, as the exemption includes “up to three 
single-family residences” in “urbanized areas.”; See also Berkeley Hillside Preservation v. City of 
Berkeley (2015) 241 Cal. App. 4th 943, 955-956 (on remand, court held that exception could not 
be based on size, scale, and setting of home when those aspects had been considered in finding 
that categorical exemptions applied). (See Hill, Farrer & Burrill letter, dated July 23, 2019)

Appellant is incorrect to speculate that there is an unusual circumstance associated with the 
project’s location and topography in that the entire neighborhood where the project is located is 
located on hillside and surrounding properties shares the same topography. Adjacent properties 
to the project are not designated in a non-hillside area nor are they located on flat or less steep 
lands. The La Forest Report claims the Project is in the steepest 0.14% of the hillside residential 
property because the maximum slope on the site exceeds 60%. This claim is untrue since only 
10% of the project site exceeds a 60% slope whereas 79% of the project site is under 45% slope

See
Berkeley Hillside Preservation v. Cit
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and yielding most of the site with a slope of less than 30%. This is equal to or less steep than 
50% of hillside residential property, according to the LA City Planning source referenced by Mr. 
La Forest. The project site’s slope is not unique for the hillside area. (See Z Consulting letter, 
dated July 24, 2018) In a broader citywide scope, the project is a only one of thousands hillside 
projects shares the same hillside characteristic and topography along a mountain ranges that 
starts in Northeast Los Angeles Community ranging through Hollywood Community and Bel Air 
Community to Brendwood-Pacific Palisade Community at City’s western boundary, and ranging 
through Studio City - Tarzana - Encino-Woodland Hills Communities to Sunland-Tujunga and 
Porter-Ranch Community at City’s northern boundary.

The employment of caissons for a foundation system typifies hillside development. It is incredibly 
unlikely that any hillside project would not require caissons as a part of its foundation system due 
to the regulations required by Grading/the building code. Many hillside developments take 
advantages of caissons because it allows further preservation of nature hillside and yields less 
grading and exporting of earth resulting minimum grading impact and hauling trips. (See Table 
No.1 - the List of Projects that have received CEs in the hillside) presents that many entitled 
hillside projects with Categorical Exemptions including Class 3 in City that utilize caissons in their 
foundation design.

Further, the Appellant has provided no substantial evidence of a significant environmental effect. 
None of the information provided in the letter actually challenges the recent Air Quality and Noise 
Assessment analysis prepared for this project or refutes the City’s analysis under its selected 
thresholds. Further, under the CEQA Guidelines, “disagreement among expert opinion” only 
supports a fair argument of significant impacts “in marginal cases where it is not clear whether” 
the Project may have significant effects. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15064, subd. (g); Citizen Action to 
Serve All Students v. Thornley (Citizen Action)( 1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 748, 755.) For that reason, 
the court in Citizen Action upheld a negative declaration finding no significant traffic impacts on 
the basis of a “54-page traffic study,” even though opponents had submitted a contrary expert 
opinion. (Id. at p. 755.) Given the revised initial study and the Air Quality and Noise Assessment 
analysis, the City in this case also does not face a “marginal case,” despite the claims raised by 
Mr. La Forest.

Further, based on the Initial Study dated June, 2019, which included a noise and vibration study 
that addressed appellant’s concerns on the noise and vibration impacts. The new IS supports a 
conclusion that the project would not exceed thresholds set forth in LAMC Section 112.05, which 
prohibits the operation of any power equipment/tool that produces a maximum noise level that 
exceeds the applicable noise limit. The IS also concludes that no blasting, pile driving, or other 
special construction methods associated with excessive ground borne vibration are anticipated 
during Project construction. Additional responses to appellant’s noise and vibration impact claim 
via the La Forest Report also conclude that all of appellant’s claims are erroneous due to 
application of outdated City Policy and Guide, and analyze impact without including any RCM. 
Therefore, construction impacts associated with noise and vibration would be less than significant.

Appellant also argues that the project’s need for two zoning administrator adjustments and a 
variance triggers an unusual circumstances exception. However, under CEQA, the Class 3 
categorical exemption has no requirement for consistency with zoning. Furthermore, variances 
are not unusual circumstances as they are provided and considered in the zoning code. A 
variance process is required by law and cannot be granted unless certain findings can be made.
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The argument is also incorrect because several properties in immediate vicinity within 700 feet of 
radius have zoning entitlements to allow a residential dwelling use with various zoning deviations 
commonly seen in hillside neighborhoods as shown in a case search within a 700 radius (See 
Table No. 2 - the List of entitlements located within 700 feet from the project). Surrounding 
properties including the property located at 3623 W. Landa Street owned by the appellant, 
represented by Mr. Henning, has the exact same zone variance for off-site parking. In fact, 
appellant’s variance deviation is more severe as it includes a reduction of required parking spaces 
whereas the applicant’s project provides a number of parking spaces complying with LAMC. The 
project does not create an unusual circumstance due to typical deviations found commonly in 
hillside development in the project’s immediate neighborhood and citywide nor would the project’s 
zoning entitlement results in a significant impact on land use or adversely affect the Community 
Plan or General Plan.

It is not an unusual circumstance for homes on hillside fronting Substandard Limited Street with 
less 20 feet of roadway width. Older structures were constructed prior to the Code requirement 
to dedicate and improve streets, but property owners of new residential developments on hillside 
often need to request zoning entitlements for street improvement reliefs due to engineering 
difficulty and feasibility. City have acknowledged the street dedication and improvements issues 
associated with hillside developments therefore enacted LAMC to provide relief mechanism 
permitting such deviation when necessary Findings can be made. And, as a matter of fact, City 
have always approved entitlements to relieve the improvements on Continuous Paved Roadway 
because such improvements may require demolition of existing legal non-conforming structures 
that have encroached into the public right-of-way and also required the applicant to acquire all 
private properties along the Continuous Paved Roadway to be improved. In applicant’s project, 
all zoning entitlement finding can be made by the Zoning Administrator and confirmed by ELAAPC 
in an appeal to the ELAAPC

Appeal Point 12: The “Class 3” exemption does not apply because the project is located in a 
landslide zone and an active fault zone.

Staff Response: Appellant argues that the proposed project site is located in a landslide zone 
and an active fault zone. Case law demonstrates that mapped hazards do not trigger the location 
exception. As set forth, in Berkeley Hills Watershed Coalition v. City of Berkeley (2019) 31 
Cal.App.5th 880, the First District Court of the Appeal affirmed that the construction of three new 
single-family homes on adjacent parcels in the Berkeley Hills was exempt under CEQA’s Class 3 
exemption for single-family residences in urbanized areas. In doing so, the Court held that the 
“location exception” to CEQA categorical exemptions (Guidelines, § 15300.2(a)) does not apply 
because an earthquake fault zone or earthquake-induced landslide area is not an “environmental 
resource of hazardous or critical concern.” This case importantly limits the location exception to 
areas that are considered beneficial environmental resources, as opposed to hazardous geologic 
zones.

Further, the fact the project site is located in a fault zone is not an unusual circumstance. The 
surrounding hillside properties are also within this same zone. The purpose of these mapped 
fault zones is not to prohibit development but to ensure that additional regulatory compliance 
requirements are applied to the project in order to address any specific issues related with 
development in these areas.
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Appeal Point 13: Even if the “Class 3” exemption applies to the construction of the houses, the 
grading of the site does not qualify for a categorical exemption.

Staff Response: Appellant argues that the “Class 3” exemption does not cover the level of 
grading required to be performed on “unusually steep slopes.” In response, the Class 3 covers 
the entirety of the project, including any grading that would require for construction. There is no 
exception for the Class 3 exemption pertaining to slope percentage limitations, or quantity of 
grading limitations. The limitation due to slope and grading is for a Class 4 exemption, not a Class 
3. The City is using a class 3 exemption, therefore this appeal point does not apply. Additionally, 
contrary to appellant’s claim, the project site is not on unusually steep slope. As aforementioned, 
only 10% of the project site exceeds a 60% slope whereas 79% of the project site is under 45% 
slope and yielding most of the site with a slope of less than 30%. This is equal to or less steep 
than 50% of hillside residential property, according to the LA City Planning source referenced by 
Mr. La Forest. The project site’s slope is not unique for the hillside area.

Appellant also argues that that the Class 4 exemption does not apply. Neither the applicant nor 
the City has argued that the Class 4 applies.

Appeal Point 14: The City’s CEQA Guidelines forbid the use of a categorical exemption 
because it can be “readily perceived” that the project “may” have a significant impact.

Staff Response: Quoting from the 2002 City CEQA Guidelines, Appellant argues that categorical 
exemptions cannot be used for projects where it can be “readily perceived that such projects may 
have a significant effect on the environment.”

Here, the City has determined and has provided substantial evidence that this project satisfies 
the requirements of the Class 3 Categorical Exemption.

Additionally, the 2006 City CEQA Guidelines are no longer utilized by the Department of City 
Planning, as the Department relies on the most up to date State CEQA Guidelines, most recently 
updated in 2019 in order to stay current with State Law and the ongoing development and 
regulatory settings.


